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March 15, 2018

White House Tabletop Game

“White House” is a competitive multi-player tabletop game, which is designed by our team
with the innovation from the American tabletop game “Bang!”, and we added our own design to
it, such as, different functional cards and different characters for players to choose. White House
attempts to model aspects of competition in government. Specifically, White House models five
different roles (President, Follower, Rival, Schemer, Civilian) and highlights the goals for different
roles. Also, player who picked President can draw one character as his/her character card, and
different character card will have different abilities. We want to represent to players the
collaboration and competition in the real world.

At the beginning of the game, every player will be assigned a special role randomly, including
“President”, “Follower”, “Schemer”, “Rival”, and “Civilian”. And the one who gets the role named
“President” should open his/her role card to let everyone know, and the other players should
hide their role card. After players get their role cards, President can pick their special character
with unique ability that links with their role cards.

There are total 108 play cards in this game except role cards and character cards which
contains 50 basic cards and 58 functional cards.

Role Cards and Goals:
President: Take down all the Rivals and Schemers with the help of Followers.
Follower: Help and protect the President, take down all the Rivals and Schemers.
Rival: Take down the president.
Schemer: Take down all the players except the President firstly, then 1 vs 1 the President.
Civilian: Draw cards from civilian deck. Civilian deck contains some random events.
Normally we will have 1 President, 1 Follower, 2 Rivals, 1 Civilian and 1 Schemer in a six

players game. But in this game we have four different modes: 1vs1, 2vs2, 3vs3, and 6 players
normal game.



Characters:
Trump: “capitalist” Trump can waive random amount of his hand cards and draw the same
amount of cards from the deck.
Obama: “Obama Care” When Obama runs out all of his reliability and he does not have
“Speech” or “Confess”, he can use “Obama Care” as a confess. This skill can only use twice in
a whole game.
Xi: “Reappointment” Xi can have 4 more reliability when start the game.
Putin: “Military Diplomacy” Putin can choose one player to punch, and the target that got
punch from Putin should show hand cards to Putin, Putin can trade up to three cards from
that player.
British Queen: “Long Life” In her round, when she has 1 Reliability left, recover 1 reliability.

Reliability is one resource we used in this tabletop game. Each player will have maximum 4
Reliability and the player gets “President” can have 1 more Reliability. As the game goes on,
player who runs out Reliability lose this game.

Card Decks:
Basic Cards:

Scandal: If discarding it to a target, the target would lose 1 Reliability.
Mask: When you are the target of “Scandal”, you can play a “Mask” to avoid the



effect of “Scandal”.
Speech: It can be used in 2 situations:

1. In your turn, you can recover 1 Reliability by using it.
2. If there is a player (including yourself) losing all of the Reliability, you can play
“Speech” to save him/her.

Confess: If you are losing all of the Reliability, you can play this card to save yourself.

Functional Cards:
Economic Crisis: In your round, if discarding it, everyone except you have to play a
“Mask”, or he/she will lose 1 Reliability.
Terrorist Attack: In your round, if discarding it, everyone except you have to play
“Speech”, or he/she will lose 1 Reliability.
Vacation: The target of this card will be judged at the beginning of the affected round:
reveal the card on the top of the deck, if it is a Red card, the target will not be affected;
or the target skips one round.
Thief: Draw a card from one other player’s hand cards.
Lawsuit: Get you and your target into a casino war, which draw a card from each
collections, player with larger number shows on the card wins the game. The player
who lose this battle will “-1” Reliability.
Link/unlink: Links two player together, one player gets damaged, the other one will get
damaged too. Or give up this card and pick a new card from the deck.
Debate: You and your target should play “Scandal” one by one. Your target plays it first.
The one who runs out of “Scandal” will “-1” Reliability.
Thanksgiving: Draw 2 cards from the deck.
Xmas: Reveal “x” cards from the top of the deck, and everyone can pick one card from
those cards. “x” is equal to the amount of players.
No Doubt: Dodge 1 functional card.
United: Everyone +1 Reliability.



Civilian Deck:
Strike: Everyone should play a “Speech”. Or lose 1 Reliability.
Plague: Everyone should play a “Speech”. Or lose 1 Reliability.
March: Everyone should play a “Mask”. Or lose 1 Reliability.
Cheer: Everyone +1 Reliability.
Admire: Civilian give this card to one player, and that player will immune all the
damages for 1 round.

Civilian deck contains 25 cards and there are only 5 event cards, so there is possibility for
civilian to draw a blank card.

Players in this game will feel the sense of collaboration and competition. Players may form
different teams depends on what role cards they get. Once a team get advantages, it could be
overwhelming. And this will be a great game for families or classmates to play in a party.




